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16 March 2015

Dear Valuable Partner,
th

on 28 February 2015 the Law No. 2015/I. and the relating Regulation of the Ministry for National Economy (NGM)
st
No 5/2015 (II.27.) were published. The new rules are in general effective from 1 March 2015, some of them enter
into force only later.
I.

Rules of exemption

Certain transports of goods are exempt from the reporting obligation in EKAER:
1. goods dispatched by the same consignor (supplier) to the same consignee (e.g. Zollner Kft.) with the same
vehicle - subject to Hungarian road toll payment - as one transport
1.1

in case of risky products (see section II.), if their total gross weight does not exceed 500 kgs and the
total value without tax does not exceed HUF 1 million*.

1.2

in case of non-risky products (everything not listed under section II.) , if the total gross weight does
not exceed 2500 kgs and the total value without tax does not exceed HUF 5 million*.

2. Every kind of products under customs control procedure:
- without aiming to give an exhaustive list e.g. customs goods coming outside from the European Union
under transit procedure (T1), in case the release for free circulation is made in Hungary.
3. Products dispatched as postal consignment:
- goods sent with CEP (courier, express, parcel) service (such as, but not limited to DHL, UPS, Fedex
etc.), if the gross weight is not exceeding 40 kgs per shipment, independently from the value of the
cargo.
(In case of shipments where the gross weight is above 40 kgs per shipment, the value has to be
considered at the decision).
* According to the regulation the HUF-value has to be calculated in 2015 with exchange rate 314,89 HUF/EUR.
II.

Risky products

The list of “risky products” can be found in the Regulation of the Ministry for National Economy (NGM) No 51/2014
(XII.31) (published on 31th December 2014).
It is available at the following link:
https://ekaer.nav.gov.hu/articles/view/a-nemzetgazdasagi-miniszter-51-2014-xii-31-ngm-rendelete-az-elektronikuskozuti-aruforgalom-ellenorzo-rendszer-mukodesevel-osszefuggesben-a-kockazatos-termekek-meghatarozasarol
The first column of the list contains the first four digits of the customs tariff number.
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Risky products reaching the value limits (500 kgs or HUF 1 million) must always be registered in EKAER system,
even if they are transported with vehicle NOT subject to Hungarian road toll payment.
III.

Vehicle licence plate number

At EKAER registration it is compulsory to provide the vehicle licence plate number. Eventual changes of the plate
number has to be followed only on the Hungarian section of transportation route. In case of transport equipment
change, please give us the actual plate number always before crossing the Hungarian border, considering also the
normal opening hours of ZOLLNER Kft.
At the modification of the licence plate number please always refer to the EKAER number, and send it with the
following information to your ZOLLNER contact person (purchaser):
- EKAER-number
- Name of the consignor
- Truck licence plate number + country of registration of truck
- Trailer licence plate number + country of registration of trailer
IV.

Consignment stock of supplier

Suppliers disposing of consignment stock at ZOLLNER Kft. in Hungary and also having Hungarian VAT
registration, means submitting VAT statement in Hungary, are subject to the Act about the rules of taxation, and to
all relating regulation/legislation.
In case you invoice your consignment shipments to ZOLLNER Kft. with your Hungarian VAT Number, so you are
the consignor and the consignee at the same time, then it is your obligation to submit the EKAER notification
towards the Hungarian Tax Authority.
V.

Liability

If you have deliveries, which have to be registered in EKEAR system according to the rules mentioned above,
please inform ZOLLNER Kft. at least one workday before the dispatch of the transport, indicating all the necessary
information completely and correctly.
Please consider that if you dispatch more orders received from different Hungarian departments of ZOLLNER Kft.
in one shipment, then the gross weight and the value of the parts sent together, have to be cumulated!
In case the EKAER registration cannot be fulfilled, or cannot be fulfilled in time, or the submission is incorrect,
incomplete, or not complying with reality due to the failure of our Partner, then ZOLLNER Kft. reserves the right to
charge the entire amount of the penalty as well as the cost of every arising direct and indirect damage (without
aiming to give an exhaustive list, such damage can be line stop costs arising from the late delivery of shipment
blocked by authorities, or penalties asked by our customers) to the Partner liable for the negligence or wrongful act.
If you think that you don’t want to decide yourself, which shipments have to be registered in EKAER system, please
inform us about all of your shipments.

Thank you for your cooperation!

Vác, 2015.03.16
ZOLLNER Kft.
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